
Did You Know….
…that PUNCH science is aimed toward sparking a revolution 
in “space weather” monitoring akin to when humanity first 
began to track storms like hurricanes using Earth-observing 
satellites? Earth-orbiting PUNCH spacecraft will track storms 
from the Sun that can also harm people and property.

Your Solar Photo of the Month
Every month we feature a photo submitted by readers that 
portrays a personal experience of the Sun. Get creative and 
multi-sensory!  See the bottom of page for submission info.

PUNCH Team Cards to be Field Tested
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Visit punch.space.swri.edu for more about the NASA PUNCH mission and its Outreach program. For feedback or photo submissions:
Outreach Program Manager (briana.ingermann@colorado.edu) & Outreach Director (cherilynn.morrow@gmail.com)

This room is adorned with sunlight reflected from two 
mushroom-shaped disco balls (lower right) whose surfaces are 
covered with tiny square mirrors. Note the square shapes of 
light on the wall closest to the mushrooms, and the round 
shapes on the far wall. The round ones are images of the Sun! 
Each mirror acts similarly to a square-holed pinhole projector.

PUNCH Outreach is developing a suite of Team Cards that 
represent the diverse community of people and skill sets 
needed for a NASA mission to succeed. The cards include 
scientists and engineers as well as other vital mission roles, 
including financial, administrative, and outreach specialists. 
The two-sided cards showcase images of PUNCH team 
members and their answers to carefully designed questions 
that both inspire STEM learning and evoke social connection 
with people of all ages. 

PUNCH Featured at NASA Booth for AMS Meeting
On January 10, at the 2023 American Meteorological Society 
(AMS) conference in Denver, PUNCH PI Craig DeForest 
featured several PUNCH Outreach prototype activities and 
materials, including the 3-Hole PUNCH Pinhole Projector, our 
Can You 'See' With Your Hands activity using tactile art of the 
solar corona, and our PUNCH Team Trading Cards. Please 
sign up at tinyurl.com/PUNCHOutreachProducts to be notified 
when PUNCH Outreach products become broadly available!
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The Cards aim to offer relatable role models for young people 
by featuring both the expertise and the broader humanity of 
leading-edge NASA professionals in a light-hearted way.  We 
are field testing digital & physical cards with Girl Scouts, 
Native American learners, and other partners. Our novel Card 
activities will make NASA-related careers feel more accessible.
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https://punch.space.swri.edu/
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScGaEtLlfyOKK113N0mE4l21rFGdIqFg9Unwf80vspwj9g8JA/viewform

